The global phase structure of the D = 10 heterotic thermal string ensemble is studied through the infrared behaviour of the one-loop dual symmetric cosmological constant in proper reference to the thermal duality symmetry as well as the thermal stability of modular invariance within the general framework of the thermofield dynamics.
Elaboration of thermal string theories based upon the thermofield dynamics (TFD) [1] has gradually turned out to be a good practical subject of high energy physics [2] - [9] .
In a previous paper of ourselves [8] , we have succeeded in shedding some light upon the global phase structure of the thermal string excitation in proper reference to the thermal duality relation [10] - [13] for the D = 26 closed bosonic thermal string theory within the TFD framework. In the present communication, the global phase structure of the D = 10 heterotic thermal string ensemble is examinedà la O'Brien and Tan [10] on the basis of the TFD algorithm through the infrared behaviour of the one-loop cosmological constant in proper reference to the thermal duality symmetry as well as the thermal stability of modular invariance.
Let us start with describing the one-loop cosmological constant Λ(β) at any finite temperature β −1 = kT as
for the D = 10 heterotic thermal string theory in the TFD framework, where α ′ means the slope parameter, p µ reads loop momentum and P I lie on the even self-dual root lattice [14] . Here the thermal propagator 
where
has been fixed at
, E means the half-strip integration region in the complex τ plane, i.e.
, and the full use has been made of an explicit expression of the theta function Θ Γ 8 ×Γ 8 of the root lattice Γ 8 × Γ 8 [14] . Accordingly, the D = 10 thermal amplitude βΛ(β) is identical in every detail with the "E-type" representation of the thermo-partition function Ω h (β) of the heterotic string in ref. [10] as required from the equivalence of the thermal cosmological constant and the free energy amplitude.
As can readily be envisaged from eq. ( 3), the "E-type" thermal amplitude Λ(β) is not modular invariant and annoyed with ultraviolet divergences at the endpoint τ 2 ∼ 0 is infrared convergent at τ 2 → ∞ for any value of β. For further details of the asymptotic behaviour of Λ(β), we merely refer to ref. [10] .
Our prime concern is reduced to regularizing the thermal amplitude Λ(β)à la ref.
[10] as well as ref. [13] through transforming the physical information in the ultraviolet region of the half-strip E into the "new-fashioned" modular invariant amplitude. Let us postulate the one-loop dual symmetric thermal cosmological constantΛ(β; D) at any space-time dimension D as an integral over the fundamental domain F , i.e. −1/2 ≤ τ 1 ≤ 1/2 ; τ 2 > 0 ; |τ | > 1, of the modular group SL(2, Z) as follows [10] :
the signatures σ, ρ and γ read σ, ρ = +, −; −, +; −, − and γ = +, −, respectively, the Let us recall to our remembrance that θ
The infrared behaviour of the thermal cosmological constantΛ(β; D) is then asymptotically described at τ 2 → ∞ as
where p, q = ±1; ±3; ±5; · · ·. As can easily be seen from eq. ( 9) 
irrespective of the value of β, where Γ is the incomplete gamma function of the second kind.
The dimensionally regularized, thermal cosmological constantΛ(β) manifestly satisfies the thermal duality relation βΛ(β) =βΛ(β) in full accordance with the thermal stability of the fundamental properties such as modular invariance.
Let us examine the singularity structure of the dimensionally regularized, D = 10 dual symmetric thermal amplitudeΛ(β). The position of the singularity β |p|,|q| is determined by solving β/β · p 2 +β/β · q 2 − 6 = 0 for every allowed (p, q) in eq. ( 10). We then obtain two sets of solutions with |pq| ≤ 3 as follows: (i) striking contrast to the previous argument by ourselves [8] for the D = 26 closed bosonic thermal string theory in the TFD framework. We are now in the position to touch upoǹ a la ref. [8] the global phase structure of the D = 10 heterotic thermal string ensemble.
Analysis is performedà la ref. [10] , ref.
[15] -ref. [17] through the microcanonical ensemble paradigm outside the analyticity domain of the canonical ensemble. There will then appear three phases in the sense of the thermal duality symmetry as follows [8] , [10] , [15] : (i) the β channel canonical phase in the domain ( 
the dualβ channel canonical phase in the domain 0 < β ≤β H = (2 − √ 2)π √ α ′ and (iii) the self-dual microcanonical phase in the domainβ H < β < β H . In sharp contrast to the global phase structure of the D = 26 closed bosonic thermal string ensemble [8] , however, there will occur no effective splitting of the microcanonical region because of the absence of the self-dual branch point at β 0 =β 0 = π √ 2α ′ as well as any secondary singularity.
As a consequence of the self-duality of the microcanonical phase, therefore, it may be possible to speculate that the so-called maximum temperature of the D = 10 heterotic string excitation is asymptotically described at least at the one-loop level asβ We have anyhow succeeded in shedding some light upon the global phase structure of the thermal string ensemble through the infrared behaviour of the one-loop free energy amplitude for the dimensionally regularized, D = 10 heterotic thermal string theory based upon the TFD algorithm. In particular, the full use has been made of the thermal duality symmetry as well as the thermal stability of modular invariance not only for the canonical region but also for the microcanonical region. It is hoped that we can illuminate the fruitful thermodynamical investigation of string excitations, e.g. the manifest materialization of the "true" maximum temperature for the thermal string ensemble in general within the new-fashioned duality framework of the D-brane paradigm [18] . One of the authors (H. F.) is grateful to Prof. S. Saito for the hospitality of Tokyo Metropolitan University.
